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For some reason I miss my menu structure. I just uninstalled Just modular housing 0.006 and do it yourself - a mess. When I got back to my game, my menu structure was out. I tried to reinstall both the mod and restart my Xbox, but I just can't get it back. Can someone please help me? Thank you! It is not uncommon for parts of the assembly menu to
disappear into action after installing any mod (s) that add new settlement objects to it. Fortunately, there is a fix in the form of fashion that is available here on Beth.net (can't remember the name of it, but it should be easy to find). Just follow the instructions included in this mod and your problem needs to be solved. I hope it helps. Edit: I found it. This is the
Universal Missing Menu Fixer Dartwein. Link: ... Just to expand the above comment, the reason parts of your menu build are missing is because you misidentified the script introduced by mod. Lots of Xbox mods that add their own tabs to the build menu, do so with scripts. In order to safely remove these types of mods without screwing anything before
disabling or removing the mod, you must first use the remove chem or holotape setting in order to remove the script. Most mods of this nature will have very specific removal instructions in their descriptions, so it is important to carefully read any description of the mod before removing. @yakalrad said: Just to expand the above comment, the reason parts of
your menu build pass like this is because you miscalciliation script introduced mod. Lots of Xbox mods that add their own tabs to the build menu, do so with scripts. In order to safely remove these types of mods without screwing anything before disabling or removing the mod, you must first use the remove chem or holotape setting in order to remove the
script. Most mods of this nature will have very specific removal instructions in their descriptions, so it is important to carefully read any description of the mod before removing. To expand the extension @yakalrad - Sometimes the description of the fashion does not tell you this important removal information. The only way to tell if mod made its own tab, as Yak
said. In this case, DoItYourshelf (DIY) does not enter the script because the objects will appear in the existing tab of your menu. So you don't need to remove holotape or chemistry for DIY. But just modular housing does that is not mentioned in the fashion description. I didn't use this mod, but I guess it had its own unique tab? Anyway, more instructions are
available on just a modular housing comment thread. In the future, keep track of which mods you need to remove the holotape. As Mentioned, Universal Missing Menu Fixer Dartwein works well for this. Be sure to make a hard reset. If you're new to modding, this is be a little confusing. We all had to find out at some point. @MrFox1701 to burst your bubble,
but, DIY is most definitely scripted injected. A quote from the fashion description: UNINSTALLATION: v7: Adds a category through the script. If you remove this mod post v7, be sure to design chem Uninstall Do It Yourshelf at the chemical station and use chem. Then save your game, and delete. I successfully uninstalled this mod and many other scenarios
have introduced settlement mods, in the middle of the game with absolutely no consequences, just because I can read and follow the instructions as a good girl. @yakalrad said: @MrFox1701 to burst your bubble, but, DIY is definitely a script injected. A quote from the fashion description: UNINSTALLATION: v7: Adds a category through the script. If you
remove this mod post v7, be sure to design chem Uninstall Do It Yourshelf at the chemical station and use chem. Then save your game, and delete. ^^^^ what she said. I stand corrected. I have to think about another mess of fashion. That's what I get for blowing out of memory. My Oldstimer is bursting again. The bubble didn't burst. If it bursts, I'll die!
@MrFox1701 and @yakalrad : DIY tells you to remove a certain way, but just modular housing is not made and I remove it like any other mod that censored me. I ended up back in the safe before leaving the vault, luckily I only played for an hour and I got it back. He didn't even send me notices that y'all answered, I just happened yo see them now because I
came back because it happened, but this time I didn't do anything wrong it just went along with my furniture. Got my furniture back, but the structure is still gone. Im going to try a link that @JolisParsec and see if it works. Thank you, all of you! It worked, that's it! Thank you! @MrFox1701 @yakalrad @JolisParsec I'm not sure about that. Removing each mod
and then rebooting them again? I'm a little worried. I have a bad feeling that my current save game would be damaged if I did that. Not to mention how long it will take to reboot everything. @TheMTS said: I'm not sure about that. Removing each mod and then rebooting them again? I'm a little worried. I have a bad feeling that my current save game would be
damaged if I did that. Not to mention how long it will take to reboot everything. Now there is another choice. Try the Universal Fixer menu or maybe it's a repair. The universal menu should get hit in the search if it is available for your platform. @TheMTS said: I'm not sure about that. Removing each mod and then rebooting them again? I'm a little worried. I
have a bad feeling that my current save game would be damaged if I did that. Not to mention it will take time to reboot everything. Your save won't be damaged if you have a mod with edits in it or you don't download the current order load as it is. The only reason you have to remove all your fashions and reboot them is if you have a ghost space. hello, I don't
want to restart my save B.C. them advanced, if someone can help me ID be grateful, any questions about my mods ask me and I answer PD: in other saves I have this tab, so I think it's a problem to keep, pls help this image ingame and list ESP and esm I have .../images/33782/? I installed it for myself but doesn't have anwer, if you want to PM me, I could
have written this kind of fix for you @IdeaDMau I ran into the same problem. Your download order is wrong. DLCCoast should be downloaded immediately after DLCworkshop01 Use prey to sort it. I also suggest using only settlement Keywords Extended (SKE) now, the original SK is out of date. In the screenshot I see the SKE menu, which is good, but in the
order I see only the keywords settling, so maybe check for updates. Your download order is wrong. DLCCoast should be downloaded immediately after DLCworkshop01 Use prey to sort it. I also suggest using only settlement Keywords Extended (SKE) now, the original SK is out of date. In the screenshot I see the SKE menu, which is good, but in the order I
see only the keywords settling, so maybe check for updates. I did everything you said, but nothing happened, the point is when I start a new game the furniture tab appears, but in my actual save it is not. and I don't want to start again BC I have many days playing. Weird. If it works in a new game but isn't on a saved one something is not shooting properly,
probably the scenario. I don't know how to fix it, I'm sorry. This almost certainly means that you have not installed the mod incorrectly. Mods that add things to the menu settling through scripts come with very specific instructions on how you should remove them that I believe you didn't. Unfortunately, SKE won't help in this scenario. If you can figure out what
kind of mod it was you deleted incorrectly you may be able to fix it by downloading the fix from this page. However, you may need to restart the new character as well. To prevent this in the future, just read the instructions on the page of each mod that you use. Weird. If it works in a new game but isn't on a saved one something is not shooting properly,
probably the scenario. I don't know how to fix it, I'm sorry. This almost certainly means that you have not installed the mod incorrectly. Mods that add things to the menu settling through scripts come with very specific instructions on whether you have to remove them that I believe you didn't. Unfortunately, SKE won't help in this scenario. If you can figure out
what kind of mod it was you deleted incorrectly you may be able to fix it by downloading the fix from this page. However, you may need to restart the new character as well. To prevent this in the future, just read the instructions on The fashion page you use. I thought it wouldn't be a happy ending, so thank you very much for your help, and if anyone has more
ideas, please let me know Edited perroamarillo, 28 May 2016 - 09:35 PM. I think I did it too. my rescues are damaged and with the help of friends we got them back, I don't want to lose the 184 and 62 levels of character. I really don't know how it saved them, but I had to turn all the dlc and mods to do it and lost everything built with mods (all, basically, I have
about 180 of them). I guess its something that wanted me to work out and take a chem to remove first that eliminated my furniture tab, perhaps soylent green or warehouse extensions to manufactured extended or mod synth cloning media. Either way I only have myself to accuse of overbearing to keep the file size and deserves to lose my treasure and
cities, and now after turning all my fashion back on I have to hunt down the furniture tab. Edited by rocko6alex, 30 March 2020 - 09:22 PM. Forums of the SS Main Fashion section (Mistakes: Visit Error Reporting) (SS Help (Mod Issues here) (SS Help (Mod Issues here) (Archive) (You must log in or register to answer here.) here.) fallout 4 missing furniture
tab xbox one. fallout 4 missing furniture tab fix. fallout 4 furniture tab missing pc
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